We studied the stability and dynamics of a model of a nucleosome, the fundamental unit for the packing of long DNA in eukaryotes, using a Brownian dynamics simulation. For the proper folding of a stiff polymer on a core particle, moderate attractive interaction is shown to be essentially important, which explains the empirical experimental protocol for the reconstitution of nucleosomes. The effect of the chain end on the positioning of the core particle is examined and compared with the experimental data by atomic force microscopy measurement. It is also suggested that the core particle exhibits sliding motion along the chain as a manifestation of Brownian motion.
Genomic DNA in eukaryotes is compactly folded into chromatin through several hierarchical packings, and the fundamental unit of the packing is called a nucleosome. One nucleosome consists of a histone octamer (two molecules of each of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4) and 146 bp of DNA. The negatively charged stiff polymer wraps around a cationic protein core about two turns in a counterclockwise fashion [1] [2] [3] . It is expected that the manner of packing and the dynamics of nucleosomes are associated with gene activity in living cells. On DNA replication and transcription in eukaryotes, tight packing of DNA with a stable nucleosome structure sterically hinders the initial complex formation and the following activity of replication and transcription machinery. Many biochemical and molecular biological experiments have suggested that nucleosomes might be remodeled to relaxed or unfolded structures before the initiation of such events [1] . Theoretically, the effect of stiffness and/or electrostatic interaction on the equilibrium behavior of the binding between a polymer chain and a core particle have been reported [4 -9] . These studies showed important aspects such as a wrapping transition and overcharging of a macroion by an oppositely charged polyelectrolyte, and possible applications to nucleosomes were considered. Unfortunately, the kinetic effect on the wrapping process seems to have been ignored in these studies.
The purpose of this Letter is to get a better understanding of not only static but also dynamic aspects of nucleosomes. We performed a Brownian dynamics simulation [10] using a simplified model which consists of a stiff homopolymer chain and a spherical core particle. A polymer chain is modeled by N spherical monomers connected by bonds. We adopted N 40 in this study, which corresponds to a DNA chain of about 240 bp. The self-avoiding effect of the polymer chain is considered through the repulsive part of the Morse potential,
where e m 0.2 and a m 24. Thus, the radius of the monomer is approximately 0.5s m . We set the Boltzmann constant k B to unity throughout this article. The effective interaction between each monomer and core particle is modeled through the Morse potential,
where a 6 and s 1.9s m , so that the radius of the core particle is approximately 1.3s m . It is noted that this effective interaction is a parameter depending on the salt concentration, where larger e corresponds to the experimental condition at low salt concentration. The radius of the monomer 0.5s m and core particle 1.3s m correspond to the volume of a cylindrical DNA segment with a radius of 1 nm and a disk-shaped histone core about 5 nm thick and with a radius of 3 ϳ 3.5 nm, respectively. Thus, the volume ratio between the core particle and polymer chain is almost the same as in a real nucleosome. The bonds between neighboring monomers are maintained by harmonic bonding potential,
where we choose a relatively large spring constant k 400 to keep the bond length at a nearly constant value s m . To model the chain stiffness, the following bending potential is introduced:
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The persistence length of model polymer is calculated as l p ͞s m Ӎ k 2 0.5 ͑k . 2͒, where k Ӎ 25 corresponds to the persistence length of uncomplexed natural DNA under usual solution conditions. We adopted the underdamped Langevin equation for the motion of all monomers and the core particle and neglected the hydrodynamics interaction for simplicity:
where m͑M͒, g m ͑g p ͒ are the mass and friction constant of the monomer (core particle), respectively. Random force R m,i ͑t͒, R p ͑t͒ is Gaussian white noise which obeys the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The internal energy U consists of the four terms described above
The ratio of the friction constant between the core particle g p and monomer g m is calculated according to Stokes law. We choose a relatively large mass m M͑0.5s m ͞1.3s m ͒ 3 1 to save calculation time, but this should not affect the motion within the time scale of interest, which is much longer than the relaxation time of velocity. The dynamics of the system is performed using a leapfrog algorithm with time step of ᭝t 0.005t, where t g m s 2 m ͞T is a unit time step. All simulations were carried out with 3 3 10 4 ϳ 10 5 time steps.
First, we examined the dependence of the equilibrium structure on the stiffness of the chain. Figure 1 (A) shows the snapshots of the conformation of the complex. The left and center images show the proper folding of a stiff chain, k 10, where the core is positioned at the chain end and at the chain midpoint, respectively. The right image shows an example of misfolding with a less stiff chain, k 6. To evaluate the difference in structure, we introduce the following parameter h as a measure of proper ordering:
where the summation in h is taken only over the monomers in the vicinity of the particle's surface ͑r i , s 1 s m ͒, and N p is the number of the monomers. In the ordered structure, the direction of each vector product between adjacent bond vectors on and/or near the core particle is parallel to the direction of helical axis. Thus, the value of h becomes larger from disorder to order in the folded state. Figure 1 right], increases with a decrease in stiffness. As the chain becomes more flexible, the nucleosomelike structure is less favored, since the entropy gain due to the possible number of states of the chain on the surface dominates the bending energy cost in the flexible chain. Figure 1 (C) shows the decrease in the probability of proper folding with an increase in attraction between the chain and core particle for a stiff chain of k 10. When the attraction is not too strong ͑e ϳ 4͒, the proper nucleosomelike structure is always organized spontaneously during thermal fluctuation. However, if the interaction is too strong, the probability of misfolding ͑h # 0.2͒ increases, since the complex stays in a kinetically trapped conformation. It is well known for experimentalists that the nucleosome structure has failed to be reconstituted through the direct mixing of DNA and histone under physiological salt conditions. According to the standard protocol for reconstitution, DNA and histone are first mixed at a high salt concentration (2 M NaCl), and the salt concentration is then gradually decreased using salt-gradient dialysis over a period of several hours or days [3] . Our simulation result explains well why this protocol involves such a tedious procedure for reconstituting nucleosomes identical to native ones, considering that the attractive interaction 078105-2 078105-2 between DNA and histone should be rather strong under physiological salt concentration, and, thus, that direct mixing at this concentration leads to misfolding. Even if the probability of misfolding for individual mononucleosomes seems to be small, the frequency to obtain an irregular conformation should increase for multiple nucleosomes on long DNA.
To examine the effect of the polymer end on the positioning of the core particle, we define the relative position of the core particle along the chain R s as
where N a is the number of monomers at one edge of the chain which is not adsorbed onto the particle, and N b is the same quantity for the other side of the chain. According to this definition, R s 0 and R s 0.5 correspond to core particles that are positioned on the end and at the center of a polymer chain, respectively. The distribution of R s obtained by the simulation is presented in Fig. 2 , which indicates that the core particle prefers to be positioned at the chain end. This phenomenon is a purely entropic effect due to restriction of the polymer chain near the condensed part of the complex (both the core particle and the adjacent turn of the polymer). We consider the conformation of a chain (length Ns m ) r͑s͒ whose one end ͑s 0͒ is fixed on the core's surface. By introducing a characteristic length l, below which the number of states for the chain segment is suppressed due to the steric effect, the entropy of the chain is calculated as
where W 0 and W are the number of states for the chain segment next to the core part and its asymptotic value in a noncorrelated region, respectively. The ratio W ͞W 0 and l depend on the nature of the interaction, stiffness, and its microscopic mechanism. The probability distribution of R s is calculated as
since internal energy does not depend on the position of the core particle along the chain in our homopolymer model. The result is also shown in Fig. 2 . To verify the above notion, nucleosomes were reconstituted from DNA and histone octamer by the salt dialysis method [11] , and observed using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure 3(A) shows a typical AFM image of reconstituted nucleosomes, where almost all of the DNA form complex with histone core. The size of the core, taking into account the edge effect of the AFM tip [12] , is equal to the nucleosome core obtained from x-ray crystal analysis [13] . Figure 3(B) shows the probability distribution of the position of histone on the DNA chain R p based on the AFM observation. Note that, in the definition of R p , the distance between the center of the nucleosome core 
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078105-3 and the chain end is used for N a or N b , which are used in the definition of R s . These figures show that the histone core is positioned at the chain end with a very high probability, indicating that the end effect is significant in nucleosomes. It is noted that some previous studies using the gel electrophoresis technique have also suggested that DNA end has some effects on the positioning of histone more or less, which depend on the base pair sequence and the length of DNA [14] . Now the origin of this end effect has become clear; we can conclude that it is not a special phenomenon depending on the materials, but rather is a general feature inherent in the nucleosomelike structure. Therefore, it is important to take into account this end effect of the chain, especially when considering the inherent properties of short chromatin fibers (e.g., mono-, di-, and oligonucleosomes). It may be important to note that nucleosomes are not static at all under equilibrium; in fact, the position of the core particle fluctuates relative to the chain in a stochastic manner by sliding along the chain. This dynamic behavior can be considered as one manifestation of quasi-onedimensional Brownian motion. Interestingly, during this process, the chain does not unfold from the core particle, but remains in a wrapped manner around it. Calculation of the mean square displacement of the core particle along the chain (where we used circular chain with length N 100 to remove the edge effect) in a nucleosomelike structure shows that the effective diffusion coefficient of the core particle along the chain depends on the effective interaction between the core particle and the chain; the mobility decreases monotonously with an increase in e or the number of monomers interacting with the core particle. In an actual nucleosome, the situation is more complicated; free energy as a function of the position of the core particle along the chain has a complicated shape which depends on both of the DNA sequence and its surroundings. Recent studies on the nucleosome structure using two-dimensional electrophoresis suggest that the histone core protein is mobile with regard to the DNA chain, which is referred to as nucleosome sliding [11, 14, 15] . Contrary to this, it is often claimed that nucleosome sliding might not be an actual event but a consequence of the site exposure, in which a segment of DNA released from the histone surface can loop back and be recaptured at a new position, creating a nucleosome with a "bulged" loop of DNA [16] . Thus, the problem on the nucleosome dynamics is still under dispute. Our simulation indicates that, even when the core particle is bound with an energy of tens of k B T , the sliding motion along the chain is left as a survived freedom in the nucleosomelike structure. Such a motional freedom demonstrates a possible mechanism to expose the recognition sites for the regulatory proteins [17] . This freedom may also affect the process of the organization of the higher order structure of chromatin.
At the length scale of nucleosomes (on the order of the persistence length), the effect of the local structure such as twisting [18, 19] and base pair sequence variations [20] [21] [22] should strongly affect the structure and function of the nucleosome. For example, the degree of twisting should have an important effect on the direction of wrapping around histone, i.e., in a counterclockwise fashion. Direct inclusion of the Coulomb interaction on the model system would also give some additional insight on the stability of the nucleosome structure [6, 8] . Considering such effects in addition to the general properties obtained in this study, it may become possible to obtain the underlying mechanism of the self-regulation of gene expression in relation to the structural dynamics of chromatin in living cells.
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